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U LT R A  E G Y P T
Trail running is one of the fastest growing sports on earth today. Ultra Egypt was created to grow and bring together Egypt’s trail 

running community through epic races that take place in legendary destinations around Egypt.

WHAT MAKES US DIFFERENT

What makes UE races different from any other races is that they’re 
designed with the highest level of sustainability and community 
guidelines in mind with the main objective of leaving no trace and 
placing the benefit of the local community at the forefront. All our 
races have a cap of 100 runners to ensure the preservation of the 
natural environment and offer an impeccable standard of service. 
We’re pleased to note that more than 30% of our runners come 
back to run the same race again the following year, and more than 
60% come back to do a new race.

THE BRAND

Ultra Egypt is not just a race; it’s a journey where a group of people 
gather to form a small village to do something extraordinary. All 
runners feel part of a family and there is a heightened level of brand 
affinity. Ultra Egypt was created to grow and bring together Egypt’s 
trail running community through epic races that take place in 
legendary destinations around Egypt.



Q A R U N  
Ultra Egypt is excited to bring its second epic race to another legendary destination - Fayoum. We have chosen to organize the race in the 
less trodden Lake Qarun Protectorate rather than the more popular Wadi El Rayan. The trail passes alongside iconic spots like Demieh El 
Sebaa, Qasr El Sagha, Jebel Qatrani, the petrified forest, the World’s oldest paved road as well as a diverse array of moonscapes, deserts and 
mountains. The trail also witnesses a couple of escarpments and plateaus that have been formed over the many years this place existed!

RACE STATS

WEATHER

Single-stage ultra-marathon 

Trail distances / elevations: 66K or 44K - around 400 m 
ascent

Location: Lake Qarun Protectorate (North of Lake Qarun)

Date: 26 Feb 2021

Start time: 6 AM

It should be sunny and dry with highs 20 to 22 °C and 
lows of 5 to 6 °C

RACE LOCATION



W E L C O M E  Q A R U N I A N S
Qarun66 is Ultra Egypt’s single-stage ultra-trail marathon, 
taking place north of Lake Qarun in Fayoum on the 26th of 
February 2021. Fayoum is about 200km west-south of Cairo. 

We chose this location due to its proximity to Cairo, as well as 
its untouched nature, wildlife, millions of years of history and 
geographical beauty.
The course was designed with the first-time trail runner in mind 
as well as the professional, with a little something for everyone. 

Ultra Egypt welcomes both runners and walkers; however, you 
must beaware of the cut-off times. All participants will likely be 
doing a combination of walking/hiking & running to get to the 
finish line safely, which is the most important thing.

A participant who has planned and trained well for the race will
have a successful one. It is just as important that participants
calculate their consumption of water, electrolyte and food
requirements, as it is their pacing during this one-day adventure.



W H Y  L A K E  Q A R U N
We chose to organize the race in the less trodden Lake Qarun 
Protectorate rather than the more popular Wadi El Rayan. The trail 
passes alongside iconic spots like Dima El Sebaa, Qasr El Sagha, 
Jebel Qatrani, the petrified forest, the World’s oldest paved road 
as well as a diverse array of moonscapes, deserts and mountains. 
The trail also witnesses a couple of escarpments and plateaus 
that have been formed over the many years this place existed! 

The Lake is among the most ancient natural lakes on earth and is a part 
of the pre-existing Morris Lake. The place is known for its many water 
birds, the 276-acre island acts as the best spot for the reproduction 
of birds - especially the flamingo, hence the race logo (: The large 
variety of sea, river, and continent fossils have helped the place 
become an archeologist’s dreamland. The fossils here date back to 
about 40 million years! We saw parts of the conserved fossil of the 
oldest monkey on earth at the protectorate while we were scouting 
the trail and so many petrified trees. Aside from fossils, the area is 
home to a large variety of very-much-alive amphibians, reptiles, and 
mammals which make a major part of the area’s ecosystem. 

Lake Qarun boasts of so many historical monuments and archeological 
artifacts, which made it an attraction for a large number of tourists 
every year. We at Ultra Egypt are trying to help and conserve the 
area’s significance by attracting more international and local runners 
through our Qarun race.

A N C I E N T  F AYO U M
Fun fact: human habitation of the Faiyum region dates to c. 7200 BCE

Fayoum is and has always been a vast depression. Forty million year 
ago, Fayoum was totally submerged under the ocean. Today, the 
area is rich in preserved fossils of many extinct marine animals.  

The name Fayoum derives from the ancient Egyptian word Pa-yuum 
or Pa-yom meaning “the Lake” or “the Sea” and refers to Lake Moeris, 
created by Amenemhat I (c.1991-1962 BCE) of the 12th Dynasty during 
the Middle Kingdom (2040-1782 BCE) when the kings of the 12th Dynasty 
paid special attention to it. Before then, the area was entirely covered 
by Lake Qarun. In an early effort at land reclamation, both Sesostris III 
and his son Amenemhat III of the 12th dynasty dug a series of canals 
linking Qarun to the Nile, to drain much of the lake.



THE FULL EXPERIENCE’S ITINERARY 

THURSDAY 25TH OF FEB
Arrival to the camp North of Lake Qarun, Here’s the Google Maps location 

Try to make it before dinner when we’ll be waiting to welcome you. We want 
you to have a well-rested sleep in your tents to be fully ready for the race 
before sunrise! 

FRIDAY 26TH OF FEB
The race starts at 6 AM* During the day, racers will pass by some iconic spots 
like Demieh El Sebaa, Qasr El Sagha, Jebel Qatrani, the petrified forest, and the 
World’s oldest paved road, among other historical gems. The trail has little parts 
with soft sand, and full of hard sand, gravel, basalt rocks, etc. It is mostly flat 
and is quite reasonable for a transition from road running to trail ultramarathon. 
The race ends at 3 PM for the 44km runners and 8 PM for the 66k runners. 
We’ll have a much needed Yoga session (stretching and breathwork) after the 
race, a celebratory Bedouin dinner and final ceremony to announce winners 
and distribute prizes. (non-participating family members may join us then) 
 
*Runners opting to arrive on the race day, please make sure you are at the 
campsite at 5:30 AM maximum.

SATURDAY 27TH OF FEB
We’ll have breakfast together in the morning at the campsite followed by a Yin 
Yoga/stretching session. Around noon, we’ll say our goodbyes and leave the 
campsite refreshed, carrying many memories.

Demieh El Sebaa

https://www.google.com/maps/place/29%C2%B034'37.0%22N+30%C2%B041'13.9%22E/@29.57693,30.6850043,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x0:0x0!8m2!3d29.57693!4d30.687193?hl=en-US


T R A I L S

Q A R U N  6 6 Q A R U N  4 4



E L E VAT I O N  P R O F I L E



N AV I G AT I O N  &  M A R K I N G S

The course will be marked using standing palm trees at approximately 
100-200m intervals using flags and/or standing large palm tree leaves, 
some sections will have more markings than others depending on the terrain. 

Before the race briefing, we will send an email with the GPX 
and KML files to upload on your GPS device/mobile phone. It is 
mandatory that you have these files downloaded before the race. 

We will have a couple of camels scattered across the trail with one 
of the camel riders always spearheading the runners - they will be at 
a minimum distance of 20 meters and maximum of 50 meters from 
the first position holder. If a participant is in a situation where s/
he feels s/he’s really lost, you can start following the map on your 
GPS to get back on track. Staying attentive to course markings and 
runner’s footsteps if the terrain allows will make you avoid any mishaps. 

The checkpoints are approximately every 11km from start to finish line. C U T  O F F  T I M E S

Qarun 66 race starts at 6:00 and has a total race time of 15 hrs. 
Racers need to leave CP3 @33K before 13:30 and arrive at the finish line 
before 21:00.

Qarun 44 race starts at 6:00 and has a total race time of 10 hrs.  
Racers need to leave CP2 @22K before 11:00 and arrive at the finish line 
before 16:00.



N U T R I T I O N
Checkpoints are situated every 11 km. So, for the 66km race, there 
are five checkpoints and three for the 44km race. 

The checkpoints alternate between small ones that have water, 
juice, and fruit and bigger ones that have hot soup and energy 
bars as well. However, make sure to bring your preferred trail 
nutrition and hydration requirements with you (e.g. dried fruits, 
power bars, etc). 

Drinking water alone will not be sufficient to stay properly 
hydrated during an ultra-marathon event – electrolyte solutions 
are a must to be safe during the race.



M E D I C A L  P A R T N E R S

PHYSIO AND OSTEOPATH TEAM 
FROM PHYSIQUE CLINIC

 A team of physical therapists will 
accompany us throughout the race to 
help out the racers continue their 44km 
or 66km run. As Hathor 100 racers will 
attest, Physique’s team of experts have 
been a tremendous support in Hathor 
100 last December.

IBRAHIM A. BADRAN

Ibrahim A. Badran Foundation (IBF) is the 
pioneer non-profit, charitable organization 
in delivering Medical Convoys to the 
underprivileged people in Egypt. They 
installed their first Telemedicine at their 
Modern Satellite Clinic at Fayoum. In fact, 
IBF’s operations commenced in Fayoum to 
serve the underprivileged all over the region 
for more than two years. We will donate 
EGP 50 per participant to IBF’s Fayoum 
Operations.



YO G A  &  B R E AT H W O R K  F O R 
L O N G - D I S TA N C E  R U N N I N G

Long distance running is the ultimate test of endurance. In order to 
power through, the nervous system gets overstimulated. To speed the 
recovery process, we will be practicing breathing techniques that 
help us tap into the parasympathetic nervous system. We will also 
be stretching, practicing self-massage on our feet and practicing yin 
yoga for the fascia, the most extensive connective tissue in the body.

Amira Osman is a 200-hour certified vinyasa instructor from the 
Bryce Yoga school Fit.Flow.Fly. She struggled with a serious back injury 
for years before the yoga practice started to slowly bring her strength 
and stability. She believes in yoga as a lifestyle but also approaches 
it with an open mind, always trying to find the balance between 
tradition, and yoga in the modern world. She’s been practicing 
various styles of yoga for more than 7 years, and continues to practice 
with knowledgeable instructors in Egypt and abroad. Amira spent 
the summer of 2019 in Italy with KaliYoga Retreats learning the art 
of hosting top of the line retreats from highly experienced experts. 
More recently, her studies included hip anatomy with Celest Pereira, 
yin yoga with Bernie Clark and prenatal yoga with Sue Elkind. She 
is currently studying with Alchemy of Breath to become a certified 
breathwork and trauma release facilitator.



I N C L U S I O N S  A N D  E X C L U S I O N S
• Transport to/from Cairo 

• 2 nights accommodation in tented Bedouin 
camp 

• Breakfast and dinner (meat and vegan options) 

• Water and basic nutrition on the course 

• On-site medical treatment for race related 
injuries 

• Emergency evacuation

EGYPTIANS 
AND EXPATS

USD195 
FOR

FOREIGNERS

USD295
FOR

FULL EXPERIENCE RACE AND RUN

EGYPTIANS 
AND EXPATS

USD95 
FOR

FOREIGNERS

USD195
FOR

2 NIGHTS’ ACCOMMODATION IN BEDOUIN TENTS
 
2 DINNERS AND BREAKFAST ON THE 27TH 
 (meat and vegan options)

WATER AND BASIC NUTRITION ON THE COURSE 

A DONATION OF EGP 50 PER PARTICIPANT TO  
IBF’S FAYOUM OPERATIONS 

ON-SITE MEDICAL TREATMENT FOR RACE RELATED INJURIES 

EMERGENCY EVACUATION 

TRANSPORTATION  

 FLIGHTS  

ENTRY FEE TO THE PROTECTORATE IS EXCLUDED 
(APPROXIMATELY EGP 50)

NO ACCOMMODATION

DINNER ON THE 26TH
 
WATER AND BASIC NUTRITION ON THE COURSE 

A DONATION OF EGP 50 PER PARTICIPANT TO  
IBF’S FAYOUM OPERATIONS 

ON-SITE MEDICAL TREATMENT FOR RACE RELATED INJURIES 

EMERGENCY EVACUATION 

TRANSPORTATION

FLIGHTS  

ENTRY FEE TO THE PROTECTORATE IS EXCLUDED 
(APPROXIMATELY EGP 50) 



S A F E T Y  A N D  S E C U R I T Y
We value our racers’ safety and security and work very 
hard to limit any risks involved. As such, at all times, there 
will be a camel spearheading the group and another one 
at the tail end of the racers. There will also be a medical 
convoy boarded by trained doctors and physical therapists 
with medical kits, extra nutrition and water as well as a 4x4 
boarded by Ultra Egypt race director and staff. 

A mandatory race kit will be shared with you once you are 
accepted. Nevertheless, it is absolutely crucial to have the 
map downloaded on your phone or GPS tracker or similar 
device before you arrive at the campsite, as the network 
could get patchy.



P R I Z E S

All six winners will receive top-end Swiss 
made trail running shoes courtesy of our 

sponsor partner ON Running. 

THERE WILL BE 6 WINNERS: 
 THE TOP THREE RUNNERS OF  
BOTH THE 44K AND 66K RACE

DNF

There are three cases for a DNF:
 
1. If you choose to DNF.
2. If our doctors deem it medically necessary                  
    to discontinue running.
3. If you break the Rules and Regulations.
4. If you break one of the cut-off times

DNF stands for DID NOT FINISH



S P O N S O R  P A R T N E R

O R G A N I Z E R

M E D I A  PA R T N E R

C O M M U N I T Y  P A R T N E R S



E P I C  R A C E S
L E G E N D A R Y  D E S T I N AT I O N S




